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                Seb is as good as they come in the executive search world. For me he has been a great thought partner, an organized thinker, and has relentlessly pursued and achieved our desired outcomes. His sense of urgency and understanding about the need to hold a very high bar are impeccable.

                John D'Agostino
EVP Global Sales, Qualtrics

            

            
                Renaissance have done some incredible work for a number of our companies (FireEye, Ravello and others), and are extremely connected in our industry. In addition to recruiting, they really do an excellent job understanding and coaching their clients on exactly what they need (in terms of hiring and other operational challenges and opportunities), and guiding them from beginning to end. They are not only an amazing and connected executive level recruiter, but a talented coach and resource to all executives and clients.

                Kate Belding
Partner, Norwest Venture Partners

            

            
                Tony and the team at Renaissance really spend the time to understand our personality in order to maximise the success of each search. Some of these key roles report to me directly and because Tony really understands my management style we were able to secure some great hires!

                Ulric Jerome
CEO, MatchesFashion.com

            

            
                It has been a pleasure working with Sebastian and Claire on this search. I particularly liked their deep understanding of our company culture and challenges and their ability to adapt the search towards them. They have an impressive network and a strong overview of the available talent in the market. They were highly reactive to my needs during different stages of the process, always remaining professional and full transparent communication at all times.

                Rodolphe Ardant
CEO, Spendesk

            

            
                Having worked in partnership with Sebastian over many years, he played an integral role in filling another key crucial GTM role for Couchbase. With his understanding of our business, deep industry knowledge, extensive network and diligence on cultural fit, he and his team have once again presented an exceptional shortlist of candidates. Candidate briefings, interaction with our executive team, management of the candidate pool and closing out the hiring process have been excellently managed with high professionalism, which is why he is my go-to recruiter on both sides of the Atlantic.

                Huw Owen
CRO, Couchbase

            

            
                Renaissance ran one of the most efficient and effective retained searches I've seen as a founder. Calibration was well run, candidates were great fits, we saw a really impressive finalist pool, and ultimately made a key hire right on schedule.

                Bob Moore
CEO, Crossbeam

            

            
                It was a real pleasure working with Sebastian and Renaissance. They delivered an excellent stream of candidates, adjusted well to our requirements and understood our asks and needs.

                Arnon Dinur
Partner, 83North
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            Cockroach Labs appoint Ryan Schertzer as Sales Director, North Central
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            Two Technology Leadership appointments at Kantar Public and Nexthink
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            PrivateDoc welcomes Wais Shaifta as new CEO
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            Jennifer Roubaud-Smith joins YOOBIC as Chief Customer Officer
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            Couchbase appoints Dan Nacinovich as Regional Sales Director, North East
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            Atomico appoints Thibaut Ceyrolle as Partner
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            ScyllaDB appoints Jon Bakke as Chief Revenue Officer
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            Aiven hires David Wyatt as Chief Revenue Officer
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            Dan Birkby joins Applied Systems Europe as VP Engineering
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            Robert Ekstrom joins Couchbase as VP EMEA
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            Reliance Health hires April Wang as SVP Marketing
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            Ultraleap appoints Miguel Rodrigues as SVP Product
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                Keep up-to-date

                Sign up to receive our regular updates and newsletters, and see more of what we've been working on.
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